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Abstract 
 

Named Data Networking (NDN) has emerged and become one of the most promising 
architectures for future Internet. However, like traditional IP-based networking paradigm, 

NDN may not evade some typical network threats such as malicious data aggregates (MDA), 

which may lead to bandwidth exhaustion, traffic congestion and router overload. This paper 

firstly analyzes the damage effect of MDA using realistic simulations in large-scale network 
topology, showing that it is not just theoretical, and then designs a fine-grained MDA 

mitigation mechanism (MDAM) based on the cooperation between routers via alert messages. 

Simulations results show that MDAM can significantly reduce the Pending Interest Table 
overload in involved routers, and bring in normal data-returning rate and data-retrieval delay. 
 

 

Keywords: Named Data Networking (NDN), Malicious Data Aggregates (MDA), Interest 

Flooding Attack (IFA), Network Security 
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1. Introduction 

With the rapid growth of modern information technologies, the working way of Internet has 

shifted from communications between hosts with exact locators to a global platform for 

content or service distributing. To keep pace with this trend, Named Data Networking (NDN) 
emerges and becomes one of the promising candidates for next-generation Internet 

technologies [1]. NDN uses named data rather than Internet Protocol (IP) addresses as the 

“waist” of the Internet, where service and content distribution are more important than 

communications, just according with the new trend of modern networking technologies [2].  

NDN embeds two distinct types of packets termed as Interest packet and Data packet to 
support content or service retrieving based on explicit names. Moreover, to support efficient 

content distribution technologies such as content caching and adaptive forwarding, NDN 

implements three core compenonts named Content Store (CS), Pending Interest Table (PIT) 
and Forwarding Information Base (FIB) within each router. CS caches Data packets to satisfy 

future Interest packets with the same names, PIT records the information such as names and 

incoming interfaces of all the forwarded Interest packets, and FIB guides how to forward an 

Interest packet. 

The basic working mechanism of NDN is as following: 1) Interest packets are used by 

Internet users to request for corresponding content, which is carried by Data packets. 
Whenever a router receives an Interest packet, the corresponding Data packet returns to 

answer it if the Data packet is already cached in CS. In this case, the Interest packet is satisfied 

by the CS within this router directly, without further forwarding. Otherwise, PIT check is 
performed: if the name information of this Interest packet has been recorded in PIT, the 

Interest packet will be discorded and only the information of its incoming interface in this 

router will be recorded into the existing PIT entry; else, the information of the Interest packet 
including name and incoming interface will be recorded as a new PIT entry. After PIT check is 

finished, the Interest packet will be forwarded according to the FIB. 2) Upon a Data packet, the 

PIT check is performed firstly in each router: if the name of the Data packet is not exist in PIT, 

this Data packet will be dropped directly; otherwise, the Data packet will be cached in CS, and 
then be forwarded from where its corresponding Interest packet comes in, which can be 

acquired from the corresponding PIT entry. 

In NDN, Data packets return to consumers only if certain consumers have already asked for 
them by sending corresponding Interest packets, which can improve the resilience of NDN to 

counter some notable network threats such as Distributed Denial-of-Service (DDoS) attacks 

[3], because Data packets cannot be delivered to anywhere unscrupulously unless they have 
been issued by explicit Interest packets. That is, NDN is the data-driven network architecture, 

and security by design is among one of the natural requirements of NDN. 

However, there still are some serious network threats existing in NDN. For example, 

Interest Flooding Attacks (IFA), which are considered as the NDN-specific DDoS attacks, can 
easily degrade the performance of NDN by severely exhausting the forwarding or memory 

resource of routers with excessive amount of spoofed Interest packets requesting for 

nonexistent Data packets, becoming one of the most difficult NDN security problems [4]. 
Current works on IFA countermeasures mainly focus on how to decrease the number of 

malicious Interest packets kept in the memory of each involved NDN router, but none of them 

attempt to counter the situation where malicious Interest packets cooperate with Data packets 

to congest network links [5]. For example, one of the variant types of IFA named Malicious 
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Data Aggregates (MDA) is such a threat. In MDA, attackers issue extensive amount of 

malicious Interest packets with varying and different content names to request for large 
amount of existent Data packets, which can severely congest the network links and 

significantly degrade the performance of NDN. The varying and different content names in 

malicious Interest packets of MDA can degrade the hit ratio of malicious Interest packets in 

CS of each router along the requesting path, and thus guarantee as many as possible Interest 
packets be forwarded as far as possible, to achieve larger damage effect on NDN. More worse, 

different from IFA, when MDA is launching, there only are very limited number of expired 

PIT entries within routers since attackers request for existent rather than nonexistent content, 
which causes that current state-of-the-art countermeasures designed for IFA cannot be used 

for detecting or mitigating MDA. 

Thus, this paper focuses on MDA damage evaluation and countermeasures, and the 
contributions of this paper summarize as follows: 

1) Whether MDA is realistic in NDN (that is, whether it is easy to implement) and its 

damage effect are evaluated, via extensive simulations under a realistic, large-scale network 

topology as well as using realistic user behavior. 
2) To efficiently and timely identify and mitigate MDA, the MDA Mitigation mechanism 

(MDAM) is proposed. The idea of MDAM is “to detect everywhere, but to mitigate at the 

source” (here “everywhere” means any router in NDN while “source” means the first-hop 
routers via which hosts access into NDN network). MDAM detects MDA based on two 

detection phases that have different complexities (e.g., detecting at a granularity of per-prefix 

or per-prefix-per-interface) and mitigate its damage effect by blocking the incoming malicious 

Interest packets at the edge of NDN (e.g., the first-hop routers). 
3) The performance of MDAM is evaluated using the well-known ndnSIM [7] from both 

routers/network and users side, and simulation results demonstrate that MDAM can quickly 

detect MDA and then effectively mitigate its damage effect. 
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 overviews the related works. 

Section 3 gives the evaluation of MDA damage. Section 4 designs the MDAM to mitigate 

MDA, while Section 5 evaluates the performance of MDAM. Finally, Section 6 concludes this 
paper. 

2. Related Work 

The data-driven characteristic of NDN may bring in dangerous network threats which harm 

NDN by issuing large amount of malicious Interest packets [6], either exhausting the memory 

resource of routers (IFA) or causing too many returning Data packets to congest the links 
(MDA). 

Most of the current works focus on IFA in NDN [8]. The works in [9] analyzes the 
data-driven states of NDN can degrade its security level and make it vulnerable to IFA, 

because both content or service publications and subscriptions can bring new routing and 

forwarding states at the network layer. One of our previous works in [10] introduces an 
analytical model considering the CS size, PIT size, number of expired PIT entries, attacking 

rate and so on, to analyze the damage effect of IFA on NDN, and another in [11] proposes a 

rate-limiter based IFA countermeasure within each router, but it has a serious impact on 
mistakely decreasing the rate of legitimate Interest packets. Moreover, the research of [12] 

proposes the “Interest traceback” mechanism to de-stress the memory load of each 

IFA-attacked NDN router, by sending spoofed Data packets to satisfy and then delete the 

pending spoofed Interests recorded in PIT when attack is detected. Obviously it is not suitable 
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for MDA mitigation, because the constructed spoofed Data packets would aggravate the 

congestion on the attacking-involved network links. In addition, the work in [4] designs three 
IFA countermeasures with different implementation complexities and effectiveness to 

mitigate IFA, based on hierarchical forwarding queues at routers and varying Interest flagging 

mechanisms. However, the key factor of detection in these three solutions are all severely 

relying on the satisfication rate of Interest packets at each interface of a router, which does not 
fit the MDA mitigation scenario since the number of expired PIT entries is much less than in 

IFA, making the detection much more difficult for MDA. 

All of above research regards MDA is a serious threat to NDN, just as IFA. However, they 
all leave it as an open problem, and the design specifics for identifying MDA remain to be 
filled in. The only MDA countermeasure which embeds design details can be found in [13], 

which is called RDAI and in fact is one of our previous work. RDAI detects MDA based on 

both the expired rate of the PIT entries within each router, and evaluating link load by 

calculating the maximum number of expected Data packets that can come in and be sent out 
from each interface of the router. RDAI can detect MDA, but it lacks cooperative mechanisms 

between routers and only detects MDA within each router alone, which cannot guarantee high 

detection accuracy. Moreover, it does not embed any MDA mitigation mechanisms, and thus 
cannot degrade the damage effect of MDA on NDN.  

To the best of our knowledge, the proposed MDAM is the first complete mechanism that 
can simultaneously detect and mitigate MDA in NDN. 

 

3. Evaluation for MDA Damage 

3.1 Parameter Setting 

An in-depth evaluation study of MDA damage using extensive ndnSIM-based simulations 

is presented, to show MDA is not just theoretical, by monitoring the dynamic of PIT size, rate 

and delay of successfully returned Data packets, in scenarios with and without MDA. The 
realistic and large-scale Rocketfuel's AT&T topology [14] (shown in Fig. 1) is used in 

simulations, as well as realistic user behavior model where all Interest packets follow 

Zipf-Mandelbrot distribution [15]. The 625 nodes from Rocketfuel's AT&T topology are 
extracted and classified into three categories: nodes with degree less than four are clients (296 

nodes), nodes directly connected to clients are gateways (221 nodes), and remaining nodes are 

backbones (108 nodes). Table 1 shows the bandwidth and delay settings for links based on 

their types, and Table 2 shows the detailed settings for all simulation parameters. 
 

 

Table 1. Ranges for link bandwidth and delay in simulation topology 

Link type Bandwidth Delay 

Backbone-Backbone 40Mbps - 100Mbps 5ms - 10ms 

Gateway-Backbone 10Mbps - 20Mbps 5ms - 10ms 

Gateway-Gateway 10Mbps - 20Mbps 5ms - 10ms 

Client-Gateway 1Mbps - 3Mbps 10ms - 70ms 
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Table 2. Simulation parameters 

Name Value 

Content items in network 10,000 

Size of each content item 1024 bytes (8192 bits) 

Number of clients 296 

Number of gateways 221 

Number of backbones 108 

CS size 500 content items 

PIT size 100 entries 

Expired time for PIT entry 1 second 

Size of each Interest packet 5 bytes 

Rate of legitimate Interest packets 20 Interests per second 

Rate of malicious Interest packets 400 Interests per second 

Duration for legitimate Interests 0 - 60th second 

Duration for malicious Interests 20
th

 - 40
th

 second 

Number of malicious nodes 40% of clients 

 

 
Fig. 1. Rocketfuel's AT&T topology 

 

The content source where content items are generated and published is placed at a 
randomly selected gateway, which can return Data packets to satisfy Interest packets 

requesting for certain content. The number of content items with different popularities follows 
Zipf-Mandelbrot distribution, that is, content items of class k are requested with probability 

{qk}k=1, 2,…, K, where qk = c/(k + q)
α
, c = {  

1
1

K

k
k q




 }

-1
, with α = 0.7, q = 0.7 and K = 10000, 
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just following the default setting for α and q in ndnSIM [7]. The percentage of malicious nodes 

is about 40% (according to [4]), and they are randomly picked in each simulation run. 

In simulations, MDA attackers flood excessive number of malicious Interest packets to 

request for really existent content, but with a manner of round-robin style (randomly change 
the names of Interest packets every one single second), in order to bypass cached content at 

routers as many as possible and retrieve a large number of malicious Data packets, which can 

bring in not only PIT exhaustion but also link congestion.  

To evaluate the damage effect of MDA on PIT of routers, we randomly select a gateway 

router named “gw-12906” which connects with both legitimate and malicious clients in 
simulation topology, and a backbone router named “bb-13131” involved in MDA, to check 

how the PIT size varies with and without MDA. 

To evaluate the damage effect of MDA on congesting network links, we randomly select 
six legitimate clients (“leaf-12482”, “leaf-12495”, “leaf-12514”, “leaf-12520”, “leaf-12552”, 
“leaf-12673”), by monitoring the rate of successfully returning Data packets and 

Data-retrieving delay with and without MDA. 

3.2 Simulation Results of MDA 

 
Fig. 2. Packets from and to MDA attackers 

 

Fig. 2 shows the amount of the returned Data packets requested by malicious Interest 

packets from a randomly selected attacker “leaf-13141”. From this figure, during the MDA 
attacking period between 20

th
 and 40

th
 second, although the sending-rate of malicious Interest 

packets is only about 125Kb/s, the rate of the returned malicious Data packets reaches up to 

about 1750Kb/s for only one attacker, which fits the characteristic of MDA (malicious 
Interests requesting for existent content) and shows MDA can cause severe congestion on 

network links since it can the traffic by enlarge the malicious traffic by several times. 
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Fig. 3. PIT size for NDN router suffering MDA 

 

Fig. 3 shows that the PIT size for the randomly selected gateway router or backbone router 
increases dramatically when suffering MDA, which means MDA can severely damage NDN 

routers by exhausting their memory resources. For example, the PIT size of the backbone 

router “bb-13131” increases dramatically from about 7 to 95 entries on average, almost 
reaching the maximum of the PIT and thus significantly consuming the resource of this router 

for forwarding future Interest packets. In this case, legitimate Interest packets would be 

dropped due to the overloaded PIT of NDN routers. 
 

 
Fig. 4. Rate of returned Data packet for legitimate clients suffering MDA 
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Fig. 4 shows the rate of the successfully retrieved Data packets requested by each of the 

randomly selected legitimate users. We can observe that the amount of incoming Data packets 
are severely decreased during the attack period of MDA (20

th 
second ~ 40

th
 second), although 

the amount of Interest packets issued by them are always keeping at the same level in the 

simulations. Thus, the aim of MDA on degrading users' experiences of retrieving their wanted 
content in NDN is achieved.  

 

 
Fig. 5. Delay for legitimate clients suffering MDA 

 

 
Fig. 5 shows the delay for outgoing Interest packets retrieving their corresponding Data 

packets for each selected node suffering MDA. For all legitimates users, the delay increases 

dramatically during the attack period of MDA. Moreover, the delay returns to its normal level 
at a slower rate than the MDA vanishes (at the finishing point of 40

th
 second, the delay remains 

at a larger value for 2 out of 6 selected legitimate users). Thus, MDA takes a huge damage on 

NDN because the users' experience would be significantly degraded due to much larger 
delays. 

4. MDAM Design 

4.1 Overview of MDAM 

The NDN model, where MDA is detected and mitigated by the proposed MDAM, is as 

following: we model NDN as a graph of interconnected nodes (routers). Each node may have 

any number of clients (hosts) attached which request and receive content. Clients can only 
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connect to one node at the same time. Nodes can either serve requests immediately or relay 

them to other nodes in the network. All the routers that have connections to clients are 
identified as the first-hop routers for these clients.  

MDAM is a set of algorithms that run on routers, and has low degree of implementation 

complexity. Its goal is to identify MDA as well as to mitigate its damage effect. The 

mechanism of MDAM is “to detect everywhere, but to mitigate at the source” (here 
“everywhere” means any router in NDN while “source” means each of the first-hop routers). 

Noting that, the routers upstream can aggregate more traffic than the first-hop routers, which 

makes them the better monitoring point to detect any attacks. On the other hand, if mitigating 
MDA at everywhere instead of only at the source, it may nourish the damage effect of MDA 

since some legitimate Interests requesting content with the same prefix as the malicious 

Interests and coming from the same interfaces where malicious Interests come in would be 
filtered as well. This is because it is difficult to distinguish the legitimate Interests from 

malicious Interests at the intermediate routers (not the first-hop routers) since each of the 

interfaces receives all the Interests from downstream (may include Interest packets from both 

attackers and legitimate users). Thus, the detection mechanism of MDAM is enabled at each 
router of NDN while its mitigation mechanism is only enabled at the first-hop routers. 

 

MDA Detection 

within each Router

ALERT Massage 

Delivery Module

Monitor the malicious 
name prefix at a 

granularity of per-prefix

MDA Mitigation 

at first-hop Routers

Limit the rate of the Interest 
packets containing the 

malicious name prefix from the 
malicious interfaces 

MDA Detection 

within each Router

ALERT Massage 

Delivery Module

…

…

MDAM

MDA Detection 

within each Router

The monitoring level is changed 
to per-prefix-per-interface, and 
then alarm the malicious prefix 
by sending an ALERT message to 
its downstream routers from the 

detected interfaces

Malicious prefix 

is detected

…

A
L
E

R
T
 

m
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m
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ALERT 
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ALERT 
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The monitoring level is changed 
to per-prefix-per-interface, and 
then alarm the malicious prefix 
by sending an ALERT message to 
its downstream routers from the 

detected interfaces

 
Fig. 6. MDAM framework 

 
 

MDAM keeps several statistics on expired Interests for each router. In particular, for each of 

them it records the namespace, the incoming interfaces and the information whether its 

corresponding Data packet returns in time. As illustrated in Fig. 6, Each router monitors the 
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number of expired Interests pending in PIT to check the possibility of MDA at the granularity 

of per-prefix. Whenever MDA is detected at any router, this router will notify its downstream 
routers starting to monitor the number of expired Interests at a finer granularity, that is, 

per-prefix-per-interface, by sending an ALERT message that records the malicious prefix 

(which is being attacked) downstream from the incoming interface where malicious Interests 

come in and then cause expired PIT entries. In this way, the ALERT messages will be finally 
sent to the first-hop routers through which the malicious Interests come into NDN (because 

each of the interfaces located at the delivery path where the malicious Interests travel through 

should have unusual number of expired Interests because of link congestion, which is larger 
than its predefined threshold), where the mitigation mechanism of MDAM is enabled by 

imposing a filter at each of the interfaces of the first-hop routers where malicious Interest 

packets come in (to limit the rate of in-coming malicious Interests causing MDA). 
To sum up, MDAM continuously monitors the rates of unsatisfied Interests with respect to 

overall pending Interests in PIT of each single router at the level of coarse granularity, in order 

to determine if there is MDA existing in NDN. If they exceed their predefined thresholds, 

MDAM then turns to monitor through which interfaces these malicious Interest packets come 
in (at the level of a finer granularity, per-prefix-per-interface). Dividing the detection 

mechanism to two phases described above can avoid exceptionally restrictive in forwarding 

Interests when there is no MDA existing, because MDAM only needs to monitor at the coarse 
granularity (per-prefix) unless MDA emerges, which achieves small consumption on each 

NDN router. As for the mitigation mechanism, MDAM sets a filter on each of the offending 

interface(s) only at the first-hop routers to limit the rate of the incoming malicious Interests. 

Since any and every attacker needs to connect to the first-hop routers to enable communication 
in NDN (has been described before), the malicious incoming interface can be determined 

gradually and finally by MDAM. 

 

4.2 MDAM details 

 

Algorithm 1 The first detection phase of MDAM 
Require: MDAM-enabled router periodically monitors the 
number of expired PIT entries under per-prefix (E(p)) 
against its predefined threshold (Pth); 
Ensure: The malicious prefixes that should be monitored; 
Input: The number of expired PIT entries under per-prefix 
Output: The malicious prefixes 
1: For each of the prefixes based on FIB: 
2: if E(p) > Pth then 
3:     The list of malicious prefixes are extracted from FIB; 
4: else 
5:     continue; 
6: end if 
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Algorithm 2 The second detection phase of MDAM 
Require: The list of malicious prefixes has been identified 
at the first phase of MDAM; 
Ensure: The malicious interfaces that should be monitored 
(for all routers) or through which the ALERT messages 
are sent out (for routers except the first-hop routers); 
Input: Which interfaces the Interest packets causing unnormal  
number of expired PIT entries under per-prefix 
Output: The forwarding interfaces where ALERT messages are  
sent out 
1: Through which interfaces these malicious Interests come 

in are checked based on PIT: 
2: if E(p)(f) > Fth then 
3:     The list of the malicious interfaces corresponding to 

these malicious Interests are detected; 
4: else 
5:     continue; 
6: end if 
7: if It is one of the first-hop routers then 
8:     The Interest-incoming rate of each of the detected malicious 

interfaces is decreased within decay period; 
9: else 
10:   ALERT messages are sent downstream from these malicious 

interfaces, carrying the malicious prefixes; 
11: end if 
 

MDAM detects the MDA at every NDN router, and it contains two phases (the 
corresponding pseudocodes for the two detection phases are shown in Algorithm 1 and 

Algorithm 2, respectively).  

First, as Algorithm 1, every MDAM-enabled router periodically monitors the number of 
expired PIT entries under per-prefix, denoted as E(p), against its predefined threshold (Pth), 

every after an detection period (e.g., monitoring every after one second that is just the default 

TTL for each Interest packet in [7]). Each of the malicious prefixes is identified whenever its 

E(p) exceeds its Pth. The list of the detected prefixes is extracted from FIB by MDAM in each 
NDN router.  

Second, as Algorithm 2, whenever the malicious prefixes are identified, MDAM then 

monitors through which interfaces these malicious Interests come in according to PIT, and 
then checks the number of the corresponding expired PIT entries (recording these malicious 

Interests) at a granularity of per-prefix-per-interface (E(p)(f)) against its predefined 

threshold (Fth). In this case, a malicious interface can be identified whenever its E(p)(f)  
exceeds Fth. The list of the monitored interfaces corresponding to these malicious Interests is 

extracted from the PIT by MDAM, because it records all the information where (through 

which incoming interfaces) the Interests come from. Whenever the malicious interfaces are 

detected, the ALERT messages (recording the malicious prefixes) are sent to the routers 
downstream from these malicious interfaces, except the first-hop routers that have no 

downstream routers and thus do not send out any ALERT messages. As shown in Fig. 7, the 

prefix of the ALERT message is reserved as /ALRET/MDA in our implementation and the 
payload of each of these messages records the malicious prefix(s). 
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/ALERT/MDA Payload (recording the malicious prefix)
 

Fig. 7. Alert message 

 

Dividing the detection mechanism of MDAM into two phases instead of monitoring 

per-prefix-per-interface from beginning to the end can significantly decrease the overhead. 

For example, given the average number of prefixes extracted from FIB at each router are 20 
(among which there are three malicious prefixes), and the average number of interfaces 

belonged to each prefix extracted from PIT is 10, the number of items that MDAM needs to 

monitor periodically is 20 and max{20, 10×3} = 30 respectively at two different detection 

phases, while the number increases to be 20×10 = 200 when monitoring 
per-prefix-per-interface from beginning to the end rather than dividing the detection 

mechanism into two phases. 

Whenever a router receives the ALERT messages, it turns to the second detection phase to 
monitor the malicious Interests based on the malicious prefix learnt from the ALERT messages 

at all the interfaces (which means monitoring at the granularity of per-prefix-per-interface). 

That is, when the attack is detected at anywhere of NDN, the involved routers along the 
attacking path through which malicious Interests are delivered are triggered to monitor the 

attack at a more refined granularity (per-prefix-per-interface). Since the E(p)(f) for each 

involved interface of the routers along the attacking path exceeds its Fth during the attack 

period, the ALERT messages can be finally delivered to the first-hop routers of NDN (which 
connect to the attacks and legitimate users directly) through the path comprised by these 

involved interfaces. Nothing that when the first-hop routers receive the ALERT messages and 

have successfully determined the corresponding malicious interfaces where malicious 
Interests come in, through the second phase described above (to check if E(p)(f)> Fth for every 

interfaces), the mitigation mechanism of MDAM is triggered: the Interest-incoming rate of 

each of the detected malicious interfaces is decreased because the hosts directly connect with 
these interfaces are identified as attackers (in the Section 5 of this paper, we do a case study 

that all the Interest packets requesting the malicious prefix(es) are dropped directly at all the 

involved interfaces of the first-hop routers). The mitigation mechanism of MDAM is disabled 

if there are not any ALERT messages arrive within a decay period, which can be defined as 
several times of the detection period (e.g., 10 seconds that is five times of the detection period 

of every NDN router). 

5. Evaluating MDAM’s Effectiveness 

In this section, we implement MDAM at each NDN router in Fig. 1. Firstly, we evaluate its 

performance from the network/routers side to check if the PIT size for each involved router 
can be decreased successfully and timely. And then, we evaluate its effect on increasing the 

amount of successfully returned Data packets for legitimate users, and on decreasing the delay 

for legitimate users retrieving content when suffering MDA. 
In this part, the experimental settings are set to be the same as Section 3.1, except that each 

of the routers is implemented with MDAM. Based on the trace files of Section 3.1, the average 

number of expired PIT entries per-prefix at each router is about one entry per second, and the 
average number of expired PIT entries per-prefix at per-interface at each router is about 0.2 

entry per second in our simulated scenarios. Based on this observation, in all simulations, we 

set the Pth to be ten times of the normal value, that is, ten entries per second at each router (Pth 
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=10). Similarly, we set the Fth to be two entries per second at each router (Fth =2). In addition, 

the detection period of MDAM is set to 2 seconds and the decay period is set to 10 seconds. It 
is worth noting that if selecting smaller but still reasonable thresholds, MDAM can achieve 

better performance (e.g., NDN can recover from MDA much more quickly if we set Pth =3 and 

Fth =0.6, which we have not presented in this paper but indeed have evaluated such scenarios 

in ndnSIM-based simulations, because we only focus on investigating and showing if MDAM 
can really mitigating the damage effect of MDA on NDN with given parameter settings, rather 

than analyzing how it can achieve better performance, which leaves as our future work). 

 
 

 
Fig. 8. PIT size for MDAM-enabled NDN router that suffers MDA 

 

 

Fig. 8 shows the PIT sizes dynamic of the selected gateway router and backbone router 

when NDN is suffering MDA (both of the two routers are MDAM-enabled). We can observe 
that at the very beginning of MDA, the PIT sizes of both of these two routers increase 

dramatically from less than 10 entries to more than 70 entries. However, only about seven 

seconds after MDA launches, the PIT sizes for both routers recover to their normal levels 
(about 10 entries for the gateway router and 5 entries for the backbone router), which means 

that MDAM can successfully and timely prevent NDN routers from MDA with proper 

parameter settings. The involved routers that are suffering MDA can keep their PIT sizes 

almost at the normal level when protected by MDAM, which guarantees the legitimate 
Interests can get available PIT resource when they come in these routers and thus be forwarded 

normally (almost the same when there is no MDA occurring in NDN). That is, the damage 

effect of MDA on NDN routers can be effectively mitigated by MDAM. This is significant for 
legitimate users to successfully retrieve their wanted content (we will evaluate this in the 

following of this sub-section). 
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Fig. 9. Varying of returned Data packets for clients when MDAM-enabled NDN suffering MDA 

 

 

Fig. 9 shows the amount of the returned Data packets for six randomly selected NDN users 

suffering MDA when MDAM is enabled at each router. When MDA launches at the 20th 
second, the rate of successfully returned Data packets decreases significantly from about 

175Kbits/s to close to 0, which means the legitimate users cannot get any content when MDA 

launches. The reason is the memory resource of PIT of each involved NDN router that suffers 
MDA is almost totally exhausted by the malicious Interest packets from MDA attackers, 

causing almost all the legitimate Interests are dropped by the overloaded routers without 

retrieving any content. But only after less than 7 seconds, the rate of in-coming Data packets 
returns to almost the same as its normal level (175Kbits/s when not suffering MDA), because 

MDAM limits the rate of in-coming malicious Interest packets at each of the in-coming 

interfaces of the first-hop routers for MDA attackers. Thus, MDAM can quickly detect MDA 

and effectively mitigate its damage effect on blocking legitimate users to retrieve content 
within a relatively small time scale. 
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Fig. 10. Delay for legitimate users when MDAM-enabled routers suffering MDA 

 

Fig. 10 shows the delay for each of the randomly selected legitimate users requesting for 

corresponding Data packets, who are suffering MDA while MDAM is enabled at each router. 

From this figure. When MDA launches at the 20th second, the delay for each of the legitimate 
users increases significantly (from smaller than 200ms to larger than 3000ms) within 7 

seconds (before the 27th second). This is because the memory resource for PIT in each 

involved NDN router is almost totally exhausted by MDA, and thus the legitimate Interests 

may be dropped or badly delayed by any of the overloaded routers. In this case, legitimate 
users may need to continuously re-issue their Interests to retrieve the corresponding Data 

packets to increase the chance of legitimate Interests kept in PIT, which results in a larger 

delay for retrieving their wanted content. After less than 7 seconds since MDA launches, the 
delay for each of the legitimate users is quickly decreased by MDAM to its normal level. This 

is because MDAM can almost totally limit the rate of in-coming malicious Interest packets 

from the source (the first-hop routers), making the number of pending malicious Interests in 

each PIT of the involved routers decreases almost to 0. That is, MDAM can almost make the 
delay for legitimate users retrieving their wanted content keep at the same level with and 

without MIA, which can certainly guarantee the users' experience on retrieving content. 

6. Conclusion 

In this paper, we have presented an in-depth evaluation of MDA’s damage effect on 
significantly degrading users' experience when retrieving content in NDN, via extensive 

simulations under a large-scale network topology as well as based on realistic user's behavior, 

showing it is not just theoretical. Furthermore, we propose the MDAM, which detects MDA 
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based on exploiting the state information of each NDN router and mitigates it at the first-hop 

routers. Simulation results show that MDAM can quickly detect MDA and can significantly 
mitigate its damage effect, bringing in smaller memory resource consumption for NDN routers 

as well as better users' experience (e.g., smaller delay for retrieving content). That is, MDAM 

is helpful on developing a more secure and reliable NDN. 

In our future work, we will focus on how to counter MDA more efficiently by exploiting the 
cooperative mechanisms between the key functional modules (e.g., CS and PIT cooperation to 

improve the detection accuracy of MDA and IFA) within each router. 
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